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“When our chakras are in balance, our lives are in complete harmony and our health 
is good. If a chakra becomes blocked, we will eventually experience emotional distress 

or disease. Because everything is energy, when we heal and maintain our energy 
body’s health, we actually heal issues that may come up before they manifest in the 

physical body.”  -Margarita Alcantara from Chakra Healing

In one of the upcoming bonus modules, we will focus on the chakras in more detail, but 

in this visualization, we are aligning our energy centers to help us more clearly connect with 

our purpose. Our upper 3 chakras are our spiritual chakras and connection to our higher self 

and our lower three are our physical chakras that ground us as and connect us to the earth. 

The heart chakra is both spiritual and physical.

You will want a notebook or a piece of paper to write your chakra affirmations right after the 

visualization is complete or during if that feels more aligned to you.

You will be tapping through the points during this exercise. May I suggest finding a 

comfortable spot where you can feel grounded like seated on the floor with your feet crossed 

and your back supported by a wall or piece of furniture or you might find sitting up in a chair 

with your feet on the ground is more supportive.

  LET’S GET STARTED :

Take a few deep breaths, full body breaths that connect you to your breath and remind 

yourself right now where you are sitting, that you are here in your body, breathing in and out.

As you are breathing in and out, I want you to bring up the first image that comes to mind 

when you think about being disappointed with yourself in your life right now.  Where are you 

falling short? What are you unhappy with? Give yourself a few breaths to find this image and

bring it up in your mind. That’s right. Remember that whatever image came up first is perfect 

for you and allow yourself to connect to that image now just for a short time so that we can 

move it out of the way and dig deep into your energy centers.   
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I want you to continue taking deep breaths as you allow yourself to change all the sub 

modalities of this image to make this as least real for you as possible. If it is color, make 

it black and white. If it is focused, make it blurry. If it is still, make it move in a fast forward 

type of motion. If it is quiet, add in sounds … any sounds that lessen the negative charge… 

maybe add your favorite song.

That’s right. I now want you to take this image and shrink it down as tiny as you can and 

push that image out of your mind. Can you now push that image out of your room? How 

about out of your house? Take that image and see how far you can push it. Maybe you can 

get it down the street and continue until it is just a tiny speck in the horizon.

Start tapping on the karate chop point saying in your mind or out loud:

Even though I have negative feelings towards myself, I choose to open my chakras now 

and I choose to love and honor myself and anyone else that may have contributed to this 

disappointment or these blocked energy centers.

Even though I have blocks in my energy centers, I choose to open my chakras now and I 

choose to love and honor myself and anyone else that may have contributed.

Even though I make mistakes, I choose to have my energy flowing freely now and I choose 

to love and honor myself and anyone else that may have contributed.

Continue tapping through the points as you connect to your root chakra right at the base 

of your spine. The root is responsible for how safe and secure you feel. Our root chakra is often

out of alignment due to family wounds and issues around our own tribal beliefs. 

Connect to this energy now and imagine a red glowing light there at the base of your spine 

as you say to yourself: 

I choose to open this chakra and release any of the ties and negative energetic connections 

to people that have blocked this energy system.  I choose to have my energy flowing freely. 

I choose to be in harmony with my life, feel grounded, connected to my tribe in healthy ways 

and feel safe and secure.  

. 
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I choose to release the guilt that is held in the root now.

As you take a deep breath and release this guilt, see your glowing red ball of energy 

light at the base of your spine activating by spinning it in a counterclockwise direction. 

It is vibrant and beautiful and perfect for you. Feel that light in the root chakra and 

connect with its energy and support for you in this part of your body. 

This activated red light spinning now in a counterclockwise direction connects you 

to your “I am” affirmations. As you continue tapping through the points and breathing 

deeply, I want you to decide which “I am” statement is most supportive for you.

“I am___________________________.” Fill in the blank. Connect with that energy activation 

and affirmation now. There might even be a positive image that is connected to this 

affirmation. Just take that image and visualize storing that image right in front of that 

red light now balanced and open.

With your root chakra activated, continue tapping through the points as you move up to 

the second energy center in your body, your sacral center about two inches below your belly 

button. The sacral center chakra is most connected with your emotions, your creativity, and 

your sexual and reproductive activities. Our sacral center chakra is often out of alignment 

when we have difficulty expressing our feelings, when we are out of touch with pleasure 

and hold unprocessed anger. We can also feel resentful and stifled in our creativity. 

Connect to this energy now in this system and imagine an orange glowing light there in the 

lower part of your abdomen as you say to yourself:

I choose to open this chakra and release any of the ties and negative energetic connections 

to people that have blocked this energy system.  I choose to have my energy flowing freely. 

I choose to be in harmony and express my feelings in a healthy way, allow myself to be in a 

creative flow, I am in touch with pleasure and healthy sense of sexuality, and experience 

abundance with money and in all areas of my life.

I choose to release any trauma or negative energy that is held in the sacral center now. 

As you take a deep breath, see your glowing orange ball of energy light in your lower abdomen 

activating by spinning it in a clockwise direction. It is vibrant and beautiful and perfect for you. 

Feel that light in the sacral chakra and connect with its energy and support for you in this part 

of your body.    
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This activated orange light spinning now in a clockwise direction connects you to your 

“I feel” affirmations. As you continue tapping through the points and breathing deeply, 

I want you to decide which “I feel” statement is most supportive for you.

“I feel___________________________” and fill in the blank. Connect with that energy 

activation and affirmation now. There might even be a positive image that is connected to 

this affirmation. Just take that image and visualize storing that image right in front of that 

orange light now balanced and open. 

With your root and sacral center chakras activated, continue tapping through the points 

as you move up to the third energy center in your body, your solar plexus about two inches 

above your belly button. The solar plexus chakra is most connected with our personality, 

our self-esteem, and our sense of our own worth. Our solar plexus chakra is often out of 

alignment when we have need to dominate and control things, feeling inadequate and give 

our power away to others.

Connect to this energy now in this system and imagine a yellow glowing light there in the 

upper part of your abdomen as you say to yourself:

I choose to open this chakra and release any of the ties and negative energetic 

connections to people that have blocked this energy system.  I choose to have my energy 

flowing freely. I choose to feel calm and whole while honoring my divine worth. I choose to 

take my personal power back. I am accepting of myself and others and choose to feel 

continual inner peace.

I choose to release any repressed anger that is held in the solar plexus now. 

As you take a deep breath, see your yellow ball of energy light in your upper abdomen 

activating by spinning it in a counterclockwise direction. It is vibrant and beautiful and perfect 

for you. Feel that light in the solar plexus chakra and connect with its energy and support for 

you in this part of your body.

This activated yellow light spinning now in a counterclockwise direction connects you to your 

“I can” affirmations. As you continue tapping through the points and breathing deeply, I want 

you to decide which “I can” statement is most supportive for you.  
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“I can___________________________.” Fill in the blank. Connect with that energy activation and 

affirmation now. There might even be a positive image that is connected to this affirmation. 

Just take that image and visualize storing that image right in front of that yellow light now 

balanced and open.

With your root, sacral and solar plexus chakras activated, continue tapping through the 

points as you move up to the fourth energy center in your body, your heart chakra located at 

the center of your chest. The heart chakra holds our connection to both the physical and the 

spiritual parts of our life. Our heart chakra is often out of alignment when we have difficulty

loving ourselves, are out of touch with who we are, and the love we give ourselves and others 

is not genuine.

Connect to this energy now in this system and imagine a green glowing light there in the center 

of your chest as you say to yourself:  

I choose to open this chakra and release any of the ties and negative energetic connections to 

people that have blocked this energy system.  I choose to have my energy flowing freely. I choose 

to fully connect with myself and allow joy, love, compassion and acceptance towards myself 

and others.

I choose to release all heartache and grief now. 

As you take a deep breath, see your green ball of energy light in the center of your chest 

activating by spinning it in a clockwise direction. It is vibrant and beautiful and perfect for you. 

Feel that light in the heart chakra and connect with its energy and support for you in this 

part of your body.

This activated green light spinning now in a clockwise direction connects to your “I love” 

affirmations. As you continue tapping through the points and breathing deeply, I want you to 

decide which “I love” statement is most supportive for you.

“I love___________________________.” Fill in the blank. Connect with that energy activation and 

affirmation now. There might even be a positive image that is connected to this affirmation. 

Just take that image and visualize storing that image right in front of that green light now, 

balanced and open. 
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With your root, sacral, solar plexus and heart chakras activated, continue tapping through
the points as you move up to the fifth energy center in your body, your throat chakra located 
in your throat area at the hollow of your collarbone. The throat chakra holds our voice along 
with our faith and all spiritual understanding. Our throat chakra is often out of alignment when 
we have difficulty expressing ourselves, feel judged when we speak our mind, and feel out of 
touch with our purpose.

Connect to this energy now in this system and imagine a light blue glowing light there at the 
base of your throat as you say to yourself: 

I choose to open this chakra and release any of the ties and negative energetic connections 
to people that have blocked this energy system.  I choose to have my energy flowing freely. I 
choose to fully step into my purpose and follow my dreams and the path meant for me. I speak 
my truth and I authentically express myself. I listen to the intuitive inner voice within myself 
and I trust it. 

I choose to release all suppression with my inner voice and my expressions now. 

As you take a deep breath, see your light blue ball of energy light in your throat activating by 
spinning it in a counterclockwise direction. It is vibrant and beautiful and perfect for you. Feel 
that light in the heart chakra and connect with its energy and support for you in this part of 
your body.

This activated light blue light spinning now in a counterclockwise direction connects to 
your “I speak” affirmations. As you continue tapping through the points and breathing deeply,
I want you to decide which “I speak” statement is most supportive for you.  

“I speak___________________________.” Fill in the blank. Connect with that energy activation and 
affirmation now. There might even be a positive image that is connected to this affirmation. 
Just take that image and visualize storing that image right in front of that light blue light now 
balanced and open.

With your root, sacral, solar plexus, heart, and throat chakras activated, continue tapping 
through the points as you move up to the sixth energy center in your body, your third eye 
chakra located between your eyebrows. The third eye chakra is associated with our insight, 
our wisdom, and our intuition. Our third eye chakra is often out of alignment when we focus 
on our logical thoughts over our spiritual thoughts. We do not trust our intuition and fear 
our inner wisdom.

Connect to this energy now in this system and imagine a dark purplish blue glowing light there 
between your eyebrows as you say to yourself: 
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 I choose to open this chakra and release any of the ties and negative energetic connections 
to people that have blocked this energy system.  I choose to have my energy flowing freely. I 
choose to honor and listen to my intuition in all areas of my life. I trust my inner wisdom and 
vision for my life.

I choose to release the lack of trust for my intuitive gifts now. 

As you take a deep breath, see your dark purple and blue ball of energy light in the center 
of your chest activating by spinning it in a clockwise direction. It is vibrant and beautiful and 
perfect for you. Feel that light in the third eye chakra and connect with its energy and support 
for you in this part of your body.

This activated indigo light spinning now in a clockwise direction connects to your “I see” 
affirmations. As you continue tapping through the points and breathing deeply, I want you to 
decide which “I see” statement is most supportive for you.

“I love___________________________.” Fill in the blank. Connect with that energy activation and 
affirmation now. There might even be a positive image that is connected to this affirmation. 
Just take that image and visualize storing that image right in front of that purple-blue light 
now balanced and open.

With your root, sacral, solar plexus, heart, and throat chakras activated, continue tapping 
through the points as you move up to the seventh and highest energy center in your body, 
your crown chakra located at the top and center of the head. The crown chakra is a source 
and connection to our Divine…whatever that means for you. Our crown chakra is often out of 
alignment when we feel a spiritual disconnection in our life to our higher power. We can often 
have a hard time trusting in a path for us. We can also feel depressed and unsatisfied with 
our lives. 

Connect to this energy now in this system and imagine a purple, maybe even white and gold 
glowing light there at the crown of your head as you say to yourself: 

I choose to open this chakra and release any of the ties and negative energetic connections 
to people that have blocked this energy system.  I choose to have my energy flowing freely. I 
choose to trust in my connection with my divine and live fully in unity and harmony with my 
values. I see a plan for my life greater than myself and trust in a path laid out for me. 

I choose to release all lack of trust in my divine source and all unsolved anger towards my 
divine source. 

As you take a deep breath, see your bright purple ball of energy light on the crown of your 
head activating by spinning it in a counterclockwise direction. It is vibrant and beautiful and 
perfect for you. Feel that light in the crown chakra and connect with its energy and support 
for you in this part of your body.   
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This activated bright purple and white light spinning now in a counterclockwise direction 
connects to your “I know” affirmations. As you continue tapping through the points and 
breathing deeply, I want you to decide which “I know” statement is most supportive for you.

“I know___________________________.” Fill in the blank. Connect with that energy activation 
and affirmation now. There might even be a positive image that is connected to this 
affirmation. Just take that image and visualize storing that image right in front of that 
brightest purple-white light now balanced and open. 

You can stop tapping and reconnect back with your breath.

With all chakra energy systems activated and affirmation statements aligned, I want you to 
bring up the first image that goes along with this statement:

I am a divine woman with a path laid out for me to live my life in harmony, love, and success 
which I continually connect with by owning my personal power, honoring my intuition, and 
connecting to my divine purpose. 

Make this image as real as possible. If it is black and white, make it color. Fine tune the focus 
and bring it up full screen in your mind. If it is still, does it help to make it move? What about 
having it silent vs. having sounds in the background? Honor this image, accept it, and take full 
ownership knowing this is you! 

 

POST VISUALIZATION EXERCISES :

1 .

2 .

Write down all affirmations in the space provided in the next section.

Complete post journaling about your experience and particularly about the divine 
image of yourself brought up at the very end!

Thank you for being a part of this beautiful exercise and as with all other tools, come back to 
this anytime you are feeling out of alignment, struggling with affirmations that feel supportive 

for you and your purpose! 
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CROWN CHAKRA

THIRD EYE CHAKRA

THROAT CHAKRA

HEART CHAKRA

SOLAR PLEXUS CHAKRA

SACRAL PLEXUS CHAKRA

ROOT CHAKRA

Chakra information taken from Chakra Healing by Margarita Alcantara
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Ener� Balancing Journaling

I am a divine woman with a path laid out for me to live my life in harmony, love, 
and success which I continually connect with by owning my personal power, 

honoring my intuition, and connecting to my divine purpose.


